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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has evidenced a need for tools and methodologies to support
students’ autonomous learning and the formative assessment practices in distance education contexts,
especially for students from challenging backgrounds. This paper proposes a conceptualization of
Interactive Feedback (IF) for Mathematics, which is a step-by-step interactive process that guides the
learner in the resolution of a task after one or more autonomous tentative. This conceptualization
is grounded on theories and models of automatic assessment, formative assessment, and feedback.
We discuss the effectiveness of the IF for engaging students from low socio-economic contexts in
closing the gap between current and reference performance through a didactic experimentation
involving 299 Italian students in grade 8. Using quantitative analyses on data from the automatic
assessment, we compared the results of the first and last attempts in activities with and without IF,
based on algorithmic parameters so that the task changes at every attempt. We found that IF was
more effective than other kinds of activities to engage learners in actions aimed at improving their
results, and the effects are stronger in low socio-economic contexts.
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1. Introduction
Digital technologies can offer powerful tools and environments to enhance the practice
of formative assessment in Mathematics Education [1,2]. The use of digital learning
environments for assessment enables the generation and collection of data about learning
agents (such as teachers, students, tutors, peers), processes, and results. These data can
be used to drive and adjust the learning path, make choices and decisions, and support
learning in several ways [3,4].
The last year has been marked by the consequences of the COVID-19 health emergence, which upset and permanently transformed the educational processes, requiring a
sudden and urgent revision of the paradigms of the educational processes. In particular,
the school systems evidenced a need for innovative solutions to support the transition of
assessment and formative assessment practices for home-schooling and distance education [5–7]. Several recent studies are highlighting that Mathematics is the subject in which
the learning loss due to the pandemic is the most evident; the decrement in learning seems
to be unevenly distributed, with students from less privileged backgrounds hit harder
than others [8,9]. These data are alarming since Mathematical competence is relevant
for the development of lifelong learning and active citizenship [10]. Especially young
students learning from their home feel the need of a guide in their school-related activities.
They need tools to drive their cognitive processes and develop competences also without
the physical presence of a teacher. In this situation, online formative assessment can be
helpful to develop self-regulation competence, a relevant skill related to learning how to
learn and related to life-long learning, and essential in distance learning to make students
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autonomous in driving their learning and problem-solving processes [11,12]. Interactive
learning environments, where the student’s action is encouraged and where what happens
next depends on this action [13], should be promoted and integrated into the teaching
practices, both in classroom-based and online situations, not to create discontinuities in the
adopted methodologies and instruments depending on the situation [14].
In this paper, we propose a model of interactive feedback for Automatic Formative
Assessment of Mathematics. We conceptualize Automatic Formative Assessment (AFA)
as the practice of formative assessment in a Digital Learning Environment through the
automatic elaboration of students’ answers and provision of feedback. AFA can be used in a
Digital Learning Environment in classroom-based, blended, hybrid, or online activities [15].
We conceptualize Interactive Feedback (IF) as a step-by-step interactive process guiding
the learner in the resolution of a task after one or more autonomous attempts. Our model
is supported by theories on formative assessment and feedback; it requires the use of
an automatic assessment system suitable to assess mathematical objects. Even though
the literature offers several examples of step-by-step activities for problem-solving in
Mathematics [16–18], our innovative contribution is conceptualizing the whole interactive
solving process as a feedback and embedding it in the framework of Automatic Formative
Assessment. Through a didactic experimentation involving 299 students in grade 8, we
have analyzed the effectiveness of the interactive feedback to improve learning results
in Mathematics.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 (theoretical framework) discusses the
background theories and our conceptualization of interactive feedback, with some examples; Section 3 (research question and method) presents the research question and the
design of the experimentation, giving details on the analyses performed on data from
automatic formative assessment activities; in Section 4 (results) the results of the analyses
are shown with reference to the theoretical framework in order to answer the research questions; in Section 5 (discussion and conclusions) the results of the analyses are commented
on, suggesting the potential impact of the adoption of the model of interactive feedback at
a largest scale.
2. Theoretical Framework
In this section, we outline the main points of the theories on which we frame our
research, namely: formative assessment and feedback. Then, we provide a definition and a
characterization of automatic formative assessment and interactive feedback.
2.1. Formative Assessment
In the last decades, the concern about formative assessment has grown to cover one
of the major educational research issues. The contributions of Paul Black and Dylan
Wiliam stood out in the development of a theoretical framework for formative assessment.
We accept the definition they gave in [19]:
Practice in a classroom is formative to the extent that evidence about student achievement
is elicited, interpreted, and used by teachers, learners, or their peers, to make decisions
about the next steps in instruction that are likely to be better, or better founded, than the
decisions they would have taken in the absence of the evidence that was elicited.
This definition entails the collection of evidence, which can be gathered through
tasks or questions, and the interpretation and use of the pieces of information gathered
to act on learning. According to this definition, the mere collection of students’ answers,
without using them to make decisions to tailor their learning path, is not to be considered
as formative assessment. Wiliam clarified this concept in another paper in 2006 [20], where
he stated that “assessments are formative [ . . . ] if and only if something is contingent on their
outcome, and the information is actually used to alter what would have happened in the absence
of the information.” To use the information gathered from assessment during teaching,
it is essential to create moments of contingence. They are points in the instructional
sequence where the instruction can change direction in light of evidence about the students’
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achievement. This allows teachers to adapt the educational path to meet better students’
learning needs [20]. These moments can be synchronous, including teachers’ real-time
adjustments during a classroom discussion after students’ answers, or asynchronous,
such as the use of evidence from students’ homework to plan the next lesson. It seems
that asynchronous moments of contingence are less effective, maybe due to the scarce
experience of teachers with formative practices, or because of the use of inadequate tasks,
or even due to the teachers’ pressure to complete the program, to the disadvantage of
students’ understanding [20].
Black and Wiliam [19] identified three agents that are principally activated during
formative practices: the teacher, the student, and peers. All three agents can be the subject
of the decision-making process which follows the collection of evidence and which is at the
core of formative assessment. Depending on the learning environment and conditions, the
three can be more or less involved in the assessment process stages. Black and Wiliam [16]
further developed a framework of formative assessment, individuating three different
processes of instruction, that are the following:

•
•
•

Establishing where the learners are in their learning;
Establishing where they are going; and
Establishing what needs to be done to get them there.

Moreover, the two researchers theorized five key strategies enacted by the three agents
during the three different processes of instruction:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clarifying and sharing learning intentions and criteria for success;
Engineering effective classroom discussions and other learning tasks that elicit evidence of student understanding;
Providing feedback that moves learners forward;
Activating students as instructional resources; and
Activating students as the owners of their own learning.

2.2. Feedback
The provision of feedback is only one of many strategies for formative assessment;
nonetheless, it is probably the most distinctive and object of in-depth studies. The power
of feedback emerges in Hattie’s metanalysis [21]: with an effect size of 0.73, it results in one
of the most effective strategies for learning. However, in the literature, results on feedback
efficacy on learning are controversial [22]; for instance, one of the most surprising results
that emerged from Kluger and DeNisi’s review on feedback [23] is that in more than onethird of the 607 analyzed cases (effect sizes), feedback interventions reduced performance.
This means that much attention should be paid to the feedback and the task’s design. In
this paper, we use Hattie and Timperley’s definition of feedback: “information provided by
an agent (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, self, experience) regarding aspects of one’s performance
or understanding” [24]. In that context, they provided a model for constructing effective
feedback. The purpose of feedback is to reduce the discrepancy between current and
desired understanding, and it can be fulfilled both by students and by teachers. Effective
feedback must answer three main questions: “Where am I going?”, “How am I going?”,
“Where to next?”. In other words, they should indicate what the learning goals are (Feed
Up); what progress is being made toward the goal (Feed Back); and what activities need to
be undertaken to make better progress (Feed Forward). The three questions correspond to
the three processes identified by Black and Wiliam in the model of formative assessment
(establishing where the learners are in their learning, where they are going, and what needs
to be done to get them there).
Feedback can work at four levels:

•
•
•
•

The task level, giving information about how well the task has been accomplished;
The process level, adding details about the main process needed to perform the task;
The self-regulation level, activating metacognitive processes; and
The self level, adding personal evaluations and affects about the learner.
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A major concern raised by many authors is that learners often do not go through
feedback. It is clear that if the learners do not process feedback, they lose all their potentialities [12,25]. Sadler introduced the idea that feedback only works when it is used to alter
the gap between current and reference performance [26]. If the information is not or cannot
be processed by the learner to produce improvements, it will not affect learning. We adopt
Sadler’s model of feedback, according to which, for feedback to be effective, students have
to:
a.
b.
c.

Possess a concept of the standard (or goal, or reference level) being aimed for;
Compare the actual (or current) level of performance with the standard; and
Engage in an appropriate action, which leads to some closure of the gap.

This model is in line with the previously mentioned Black and Wiliam’s theory of
formative assessment.
Black and Wiliam argued that positive words of appreciation that concern the self
level can encourage the learner to process the whole feedback and use the information
gained [19]. Since feedback at the self level, such as praises and rewards, is shown to have
a minimal effect [24], or even negative [23], on learning, this is the reason why they are
included in a framework of good practices; however, we think that they should be avoided,
and we will propose an alternative solution to this problem in the following paragraphs.
There has been a discussion in the literature aimed at comparing elaborated feedback
and corrective feedback—those that just say if the answer is correct or not. Many studies
show that the former are more useful to improve [25,27,28]. Elaborated feedback can refer
to explanations of the correct solution, links to further reading materials, cues, suggestions,
or their combinations [28]. In Mathematics, elaborated feedback is often in the form of a
worked example, that is, a proposal of a resolution of the task or of a similar one [29]. The
great part of elaborated feedback models that the literature proposes is static: students
have to read them carefully and compare them with their results. Some studies also show
that, more often than expected, students do not read them at all, especially if they perceive
the task as too complicated or they do not receive the feedback in a timely manner [25].
To overcome this difficulty, Shute proposes to split feedback into manageable units, thus
avoiding cognitive overload [28].
In practice, how should good feedback be? The first feature that emerges from the
literature is that feedback on the mere correctness of an answer, which only says yes or
no, acting only at the task level, is not much effective: instead, it should provide more
details about the correct solution [28,30]. However, a simple static explanation of the
correct solution belongs to a transmissive educational style. It does not meet the interactive
learning environment features, as it does not actively engage the student. “A good feedback
causes thinking,” Black and Wiliam affirm in their paper, “In praise of educational research:
formative assessment” [31]. In an interactive learning environment, feedback should
activate students who have to do something with it, elaborate it, and discuss it to link it
to prior knowledge [32]. In this perspective, feedback should be an interactive process, a
formative interaction that involves the learner and the feedback’s agent (teacher, peers,
or students themselves) and which influences cognition [19]. Such interactive feedback
can work at the process level helping students to understand how the task should be
solved. Moreover, during this interactive process, the external information provided
through the feedback should help students generate inner feedback, which can be used
to understand and fill the gap between current and desired performance [32]. In other
words, external feedback should be transformed into internal feedback to affect subsequent
learning. Internal feedback is a key element of self-regulation: in this sense, interactive
feedback can activate self-regulation.
2.3. Automatic Formative Assessment and Mathematics
The definition of formative assessment that we have mentioned before can be adapted
to consider the technologies’ contribution. Among the many forms of assessment which
can successfully take advantage of technologies (e.g., e-portfolios, self-assessment, peer
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assessment, etc.) [33–35], we mainly focus on automatic assessment, where the technology
is used to analyze the students’ answers and to return feedback. According to Kluger and
DeNisi [23], computerized feedback is more effective than human-delivered ones: this is
one advantage of practicing formative assessment in e-learning.
We define Automatic Formative Assessment as the use of formative assessment in
a Digital Learning Environment (DLE) through the automatic elaboration of students’
answers and provision of feedback, where formative assessment is intended as in the Black
and Wiliam’s definition.
In Mathematics, AFA is widely used in DLEs to engage and motivate learners. In
order to go beyond the multiple-choice modality, research centers and universities have
developed systems that can process open-ended answers, expressed in different registers,
from a mathematical perspective and establish if they are equivalent to the correct solutions [36–38]. In this research, we adopted Möbius Assessment (previously known as
Maple T.A.). It relies on Maple Advanced Computing Environment’s engine, which allows
for computations, elaboration, advanced grading, and algorithms. Among all the existing
automatic assessment systems, Möbius Assessment was selected for its high suitability for
Mathematics, its powerful capabilities for assessment, and the possibility of integration
within the most common Learning Management Systems such as Moodle. In Möbius Assessment, open mathematical answers can be implemented and graded through algorithms
that verify if the student’s answer matches the correct one independently of the form. This
allows us to test different and complex cognitive processes, without being bound to the
multiple-choice modality. Moreover, it is possible to create variables based on algorithms,
random parameters and mathematical formulas, graphics, and even animated plots. Thus,
questions appear different from student to student, and different at every attempt; data
and solutions can be automatically computed in the algorithm within the question itself.
In addition, the system supports adaptive capabilities, so that the next question part is
proposed to the student according to the previous answer.
Several studies in the literature show how the adoption of Möbius Assessment
(or Maple T.A.) improved students’ results in different contexts. Pezzino [39] shows
that the introduction of automatic formative assessment with Maple T.A. enabled interactive learning and visualization and improved students’ results in an Advanced Economics
course. Rønning [40] analyzed changes in the students’ approach to problem solving after
introducing Maple T.A. in Mathematics courses. At TU Delft, Möbius is successfully used
to implement digital exams for Engineering courses [41].
Figure 1 shows an example of a question with automatic assessment created through
Möbius Assessment. It asks students to write the equation of a line parallel to a given one
and passing through a given point. The given line is displayed in a figure to help students
visualize the problem. Students can visualize the graph of the answer they inserted,
together with that of the given line, before submitting their answer, so they have the chance
to reason more on their answer and modify it if they notice an incongruence. It is the first
feedback given in a graphic register, while the answer is required in a symbolic register.
The answer (an equation) is graded independently on the form thanks to the advanced
computing environment running behind. At every student’s attempt the coefficients of
the given line and the y-coordinate of the given point change; the graph and the correct
answer are computed through an algorithm and change accordingly.
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only to the students who failed to answer autonomously to the main question, or even to
those who made it correct. Its function can be guiding students in the argumentation of the
solving process or comparing their solving strategy with a correct one. In the interactive
feedback, sub-questions investigate prerequisites, simpler tasks, or other representations
of the initial problem, to guide students to a possible way to tackle the task. At each
step, if they give the wrong answer, the correct one is shown to be used in the following
steps. Conceptualizing the step-by-step process as a feedback allows us to solve Rønning’s
concerns about giving hints on how to solve the problem: it happens in the feedback, not
in the problem itself, and the sub-questions open to an interactive dialogue in which the
learner is actively engaged. Our conceptualization of interactive feedback is a kind of
elaborated feedback since it does not limit to correct the answer. It consists of a formative
interaction between the students and the system, and actively engages students in resolving
the task.
This schema is made possible by the “adaptive” modality available in Möbius Assessment; it can also be replicated with different automatic assessment systems having adaptive
capabilities. Students can gradually acquire the background and the process that enables
them to answer the initial problem. Moreover, they earn partial credits for the correctness
of their answer in the step-by-step process. These points act as a motivational lever and,
expressing intermediate levels between “incorrect” and “correct”, also offer teacher and
students more precise information about the students’ competence in a particular domain.
Interactive feedback can be particularly effective when it is inserted in the model for
designing automatic formative assessment activities which we proposed in [46]. Besides
interactive feedback, it includes:

•
•

•
•
•

Availability of assignments, which can be attempted in a self-paced way, without
limitations in data, duration, and number of attempts;
Algorithm-based questions and answers, where random values, parameters, graphs,
or formulas in the question text, answers, and feedback randomly change at every
attempt and for each student;
Open answers, especially mathematical ones, graded through the advanced computing
capabilities of the system;
Immediate feedback, shown to the students while they are still focused on the task; and
Contextualization of the tasks in the real-world or interesting applications so that they
can be relevant to students as well as for the discipline.

Figure 2 shows an example of a question with interactive feedback developed with
Möbius Assessment. The question was conceived for students in grade 8 when working
with linear models. It deals with a rocket that should dock at a spaceship, launched at a
different time, and traveling at a different velocity. After the first section, where the final
solution of the problem is asked, students are led through a step-by-step process showing
different methods to tackle the problem: a numeric strategy (a table to be filled in) and
a graphic strategy (four graphics among which to choose). In this way, students have
the chance to explore the problem using two different representation registers. After this
exploration, the two initial questions are posed again. At every attempt, an algorithm
generates new data for the launch times and velocities, and updates graphics, formulas,
and correct solutions accordingly.
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Many of this model’s features are typical of online assessment and used in many sysMany of this model’s features are typical of online assessment and used in many
tems illustrated in the literature. The feedback’s immediacy is one of the main advantages
systems illustrated in the literature. The feedback’s immediacy is one of the main
of using automatic assessment acknowledged by many authors [47]. Regarding the timing
advantages of using automatic assessment acknowledged by many authors [47].
of the feedback, there is disagreement in the definitions of immediate and delayed feedback
Regarding the timing of the feedback, there is disagreement in the definitions of
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in the literature. While some authors define immediate feedback as the feedback provided
after answering each item and delayed feedback like the one provided after a block of items,
others include both cases in the “immediate feedback” and distinguish it from the “delayed
feedback”, which is provided hours or even days after ending the test [28]. There is no
doubt that immediate feedback is more useful than delayed feedback, intended as in the
second definition; when considering the first definition’s distinction, there is disagreement
about the best one. For instance, Fabienne van der Kleij and her colleagues, in a study with
153 university students, found that immediate feedback was more useful than delayed
feedback for learning [27], while Gaona et al. [29] argue that delayed feedback is preferable
to improve learning. In her review of the literature about feedback, Shute [28] argues that
immediate feedback is more effective in the short term and for procedural knowledge,
while delayed feedback may be superior for promoting the transfer of learning, especially
concerning concept-formation tasks. Here we use feedback after each item when coupled
with interactive feedback, which often has a procedural aim, and feedback at the end of
the quiz when items do not include interactive feedback. Feedback can also be delayed
by multiple attempts before showing the correct answer or the interactive feedback, to let
students think more about the task before having the solution.
Availability is another relevant advantage of computer-based education and a key
difference compared with paper-and-pen instruction. It refers to the possibility of finding learning materials independently of time and space and the chance to repeat the
activities and receive timely feedback. This aspect, coupled with suitable activities,
could help students study and learn at their own pace, supported continuously by the
technologies [48,49]. Moreover, letting students repeat the assignments is an effective way
to make them aware that information from the feedback was useful to improve and make
teachers and researchers sure that feedback was well built [50].
In Mathematics Education, there are several examples of the use of algorithms to
randomize parameters and of CAS-based engines to assess correct answers [29,36,51].
Random parameters open two scenarios: on one side, each student has a different version
of the same item; on the other, each student can repeat the tests finding different questions,
which maintain the same structure but have new numbers, or new formulas, graphs,
or other elements each time. The algorithm can compute and generate even symbolic
elements powered by a mathematical engine, thus allowing the creation of interesting
items. Algorithmic questions have many advantages: the main ones are restrictions to
cheating, saving time in the creation of large question banks, inserting every kind of
mathematical object (e.g., graphs, formulas, matrixes, diagrams) in a question, and the
possibility to write codes even to grade students’ answers [52,53].
The possibility to write, edit, and adapt grading-codes to one’s needs allows the
assessment of open answers, through which open-ended tasks can be proposed, and
question design becomes more flexible. Open-ended tasks are problems devoted to developing a mathematical idea that involves multiple methods, pathways, access points,
and solutions [54]. They are powerful for creating opportunities for student exploration,
collaboration, and sophisticated mathematical reasoning [55]; they permit students to
access problems from different perspectives and evoke meaningful mathematical discourse [54]. Teaching through open-ended problems can foster students’ higher-order
thinking, reflection, and enjoyment, besides offering students a greater opportunity to
exercise metacognitive skills related to tool selection and decision making [56].
Contextualization of tasks in real-world settings contributes to creating meanings and
a deeper understanding, as students can associate abstract concepts to real-life or concrete
objects. It also works as a stimulus for motivation, since tasks can be closer to the students’
lives and interests [57].
In a similar model for designing AFA activities, interactive feedback acquires even
more importance. Students can try the initial problem on their own and, in case of a wrong
answer, they have one or two more attempts available, so they are invited to focus more on
the task and try again to reason on it. If they fail, they are shown the interactive feedback
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Figure 3. Example of a guided activity.
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3. Research Question and Method
In this paper, we consider Sadler’s model of feedback as a reference for describing
good feedback and formative assessment practices to which we aspire, and we investigate
the following research questions:
(RQ1) Can the interactive feedback be effective for the development of Mathematical
knowledge, according to Sadler’s model [26]?
(RQ2) Is the improvement observed in activities with AFA influenced by the students’
socio-economic background?
To investigate these research questions, we analyzed data of a bigger experimentation,
named “Educating City”, aimed at integrating innovative methodologies such as AFA and
problem solving in a DLE and studying their impact to learn Mathematics at grade 8 [58].
The experimentation involved 399 students from six different lower secondary schools in
the City of Turin (Italy) and their Mathematics teachers in the 2017/2018 school year.
Using data from national surveys conducted by INVALSI, the Italian institute in
charge of evaluating the school system, and from the schools’ self-evaluation reports, we
grouped schools in two clusters based on the students’ socio-economic status. The division
broadly coincides with the schools’ location: those located in the city center are mainly
attended by medium-high socio-economic classes, while schools in the suburbs and mainly
attended by students from lower socio-economic classes. Several activities were designed
by Mathematics Education researchers according to the AFA model and a problem-solving
approach and proposed to the classes. The activities could be used both in the classroom,
working in groups with paper and pen, and the tasks displayed through the Interactive
White Board, or at home, solving the tasks individually.
In this study, we consider the individual homework activities with AFA carried out
by the students in the DLE. There were 68 assignments, all containing alternatively:

•
•
•

One or two questions with interactive feedback, similar to that shown in Figure 2;
One or two guided activities, similar to that shown in Figure 3;
From one to five simple questions without adaptivity nor step-by-step solving processes, similar to that shown in Figure 1.

The class teachers gave students indications on what assignments to complete as
homework, based on the topics covered during the lessons. They were free to repeat the
assignments and they did not have any burden on what to complete.
To answer the research questions, we considered data about the platform usage, in
particular, the number of attempts made by the students to each assignment and the
grades obtained to the automatically assessed online tests during subsequent attempts,
to understand if the interactive feedback helped students improve their performances.
In detail, the total number of attempts to all the available tests—included repeated attempts
to the same tests—was drawn from the platform for each student. We considered only
the fully complete attempts, where the students requested and obtained feedback and
grade. We excluded from the analysis the incomplete attempts, where the students just
answered a few questions and left the system without grading the assignment nor viewing
the feedback. We also excluded the cases where the students opened the assignments to
look at the questions and did not answer them. This choice is in line with the models of
formative assessment adopted in this paper. Without automatic grading and feedback, the
activity would not have a formative value. Moreover, we considered the grades earned by
the students in all the attempts, on a scale from 0 to 100.
We also classified the assignments into three groups:

•
•
•

IF: assignments containing questions with interactive feedback;
GA: assignments containing guided activities, exercises, or problems; and
NA: non-adaptive assignments, without interactive feedback or guided exercises.

To evaluate whether the interactive feedback was effective according to Sadler’s model,
for each student and for each assignment group we computed:

•

The average number of attempts per assignment;
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•
•
•

The average grade each student earned in their first assignment attempt;
The average grade each student earned in their last assignment attempt; and
The difference between the grade earned in the last attempt and the first attempt.

We also split the students’ sample into two groups considering their socio-economic provenience.
Then we analyzed and cross-checked these data using SPSS 26.
4. Results
In the Educating City online course, there were 68 tests covering all the various topics
usually studied in grade 8. They were classified based on the type of assignment, obtaining:

•
•
•

15 assignments contained questions with interactive feedback;
23 assignments contained guided exercises or problems; and
30 assignments included non-adaptive questions.

For each assignment, we computed the total number of students who attempted them
at least once, the total number of attempts, and the ratio attempts/students. This ratio
has 1 as a minimum value, since, for each assignment, we ignored students who did not
make any attempt. We made this choice since teachers were free to use the assignments
that they considered the most suitable for their lessons, so we do not expect that students
have attempted all the assignments. Globally, each assignment was used by a minimum
of 5 and a maximum of 167 students. The total number of attempts ranges from 7 to 497,
and the ratio attempts/students ranges from 1 to 2.97. We added the type of assignment
to this analysis: it emerged that the non-adaptive assignments registered the highest
number of attempts, while the assignments with interactive feedback the lowest. We
reported the results in Table 1. The ANOVA test on the three variables, considering the
type of assignment as the independent variable, shows that the differences among the
three categories are statistically significant (number of students: F = 4.760, critical value
of F: 3.138, p = 0.012; number of attempts: F = 4.778, critical value of F: 3.138, p = 0.012;
attempts/students: F = 7.055, critical value of F: 3.138, p = 0.002).
Table 1. Statistics on the attempts made for each assignment type.
Type
IF
GA
NA
Total

Average
SD
Average
SD
Average
SD
Average
SD
p-value
Sq. Eta

Number of
Students

Number of
Attempts

Attempts/Students

29.27
19.78
46.76
36.73
62.17
37.51
49.69
36.06
0.012
0.13

40.47
37.25
65.13
52.47
105.30
91.27
77.41
74.20
0.012
0.13

1.26
0.26
1.35
0.30
1.59
0.34
1.44
0.33
0.002
0.18

In addition, the Squared Eta test had significant results, showing that the assignment
type explains the 13% of the variance of the number of students and assignments, and
the 18% of the variance of the ratio attempts/students. We think that this distribution
is due to an uneven distribution of the three types of assignments in the course sections.
NA assignments were prevalent in some review sections, covering topics that students
should have acquired in their background and that usually the teachers resume at the
beginning of the school year. Many teachers told us to have assigned these topics for the
Christmas holidays. Conversely, IF and GA assignments prevailed in the course sections
mainly used towards the end of the school year and many teachers did not require those
activities as mandatory.
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As a second step, we considered the average grade each student earned in their first
assignment attempt and the average grade each student earned in their last attempt. We
grouped the assignments by type and computed, for each student, the average value
per type of assignment (IF, GA, and NA). Then, we compared each couple of variables
through pairwise Student’s t-tests. We recall that, in questions with the interactive feedback,
students earn the full grade if they answer correctly to the initial question. If they fail it,
students are led to the interactive feedback, through which they can earn partial grades,
usually up to a maximum of 80% of the question’s full grade. Thus, by repeating the tasks,
students have the chance to improve their scores.
We found that, for NA assignments, the average of the last grades remained similar
to that of the first grades; for GA assignments, the difference is slightly higher but not
outstanding, while for IF assignments, the improvement is considerable. All the increases,
for the three couples of variables, are statistically significant to the Student’s t-test (IF:
t = −4.153, critical value of t: 1.977, p < 0.001; GA: t = −3.136, critical value of t: 1.974,
p = 0.002; NA: t = −2.001, critical value of t: 1.969, p = 0.047), even if the most robust results
are those concerning IF tests. In particular, the p-value of the test related to NA assignments
is on the threshold of acceptability. Table 2 reports all the results. Here, N represents the
total number of students who took at least one attempt at one assignment of that group.
Table 2. Analysis of the increases of the students’ grades through their attempts at the assignments,
grouped by type.
Type

N

IF

138

GA

170

NA

251

Average
SD
Average
SD
Average
SD

First Attempt

Last Attempt

Increase

43.40
26.49
38.55
23.31
43.77
21.71

52.51
29.85
41.02
23.98
45.58
23.68

8.86
25.46
2.45
10.21
1.81
14.33

For each student, we also computed the difference between the score obtained during
the last attempt and the first attempt to each assignment type, measuring the increase in
their competence level during subsequent attempts. Results are listed in Table 2. We ran
the ANOVA test to compare the average of the increases in the three groups of assignments.
We found out that the means of the three groups are significantly different (F = 8.64, critical
value of F: 3.01, p < 0.001), in particular, the increase for IF assignments is particularly
higher than the other two). Thus, we can affirm that interactive feedback is more effective
than other kinds of feedback in improving students’ performance. It is interesting to
notice that we obtained these results even if students tended to repeat more non-adaptive
assignments or guided activities than those with IF. However, repeating assignments
without IF, their results registered lower increases. The average score growth achieved
through IF is about one point out of ten: it is a respectable value that proves an improvement
in the students’ competences.
We would like to point out that, in the analyses presented above, we did not consider
if students actually made more attempts to the same assignments, but we included in the
analyses also those students who made one only attempt at an assignment, so their grade in
the last attempt is the same than the first attempt. The decision to include these data is in line
with the conception of formative assessment as a practice that should generate some action
aimed at covering the gap between current and reference performance. If students did not
repeat the assignment, they missed a chance to improve, so their increase remained zero.
To measure the net effect of repeating the assignments of the three types on learning,
we selected, for each group of assignments, only the students who made at least two
attempts to at least one assignment of the group and repeated the analyses on the average
grades of first and last attempts. In this case, the sample was reduced considerably;
however, numbers are sufficiently high to perform statistical analyses. We found that,
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for non-adaptive assignments, the average grade increased by 2.70 points out of 100; for
guided activities, it increased by 4.36 points out of 10; for assignments with interactive
feedback, the registered growth consisted in 22.07 points out of 100. While for NA and GA
assignments the increase remained under 5 points out of 100, the increase for IF assignments
was remarkable and exceeded 20% of the total points. Results are listed in Table 3. As done
before, we ran the ANOVA test to compare the average of the increases in the three groups
of assignments. We found out that the means of the three groups are still more significantly
different (F = 18.58, critical value of F: 3.02, p < 0.001); the increase for IF assignments
clearly stands out among the others.
Table 3. Analysis of the increases of the students’ grades after multiple attempts at the assignments,
grouped by type.
Type

N

IF

57

GA

96

NA

168

Average
SD
Average
SD
Average
SD

First Attempt

Last Attempt

Increase

35.88
25.99
39.65
21.05
47.01
18.79

57.95
34.30
44.02
21.95
49.72
21.59

22.07
36.23
4.36
13.28
2.70
17.41

Comparing the results in Table 3 with those in Table 2, we can notice that the first
attempt in IF assignments in Table 3 is remarkably lower than the same value in Table 2,
while the other means are rather comparable (first attempts in GA and NA assignments
are slightly higher in Table 3 than Table 2). This means that students who made multiple
attempts in IF assignments earned lower marks in their first attempt than those who made
one only attempt. In other words, students who earned low marks in IF assignments
(and went through the interactive feedback) tended to repeat the assignment, while this
tendency is not registered in the other assignment types. This result is relevant for RQ1,
since it shows that the IF engages students who most need to close a gap between their
actual level and the desired one in actions to improve their results, namely, repeating the
assignments. Assignments without interactive feedback are repeated similarly by students
of lower and higher levels.
Lastly, we focused on (RQ2) and investigated if there was a relation between the
increase in the three kinds of assignments’ scores after multiple attempts and the students’
socio-economic class. Thus, we ran three ANOVA tests on the three variables registering
the grade increase in IF, GA, and NA assignments, using the socio-economic level as the
independent variable. Results are shown in Table 4. For all the three assignment types,
the increase registered in lower classes are higher than medium-high classes. For NA
assignments the difference is little and not significant (F = 2.218, critical value of F: 3.898,
p = 0.138), and both the increases are quite little. Conversely, for GA and IF assignments,
the difference is higher and significant (GA: F = 18.109, critical value of F: 3.942, p < 0.001;
IF: F = 9.104, critical value of F: 4.016, p = 0.004). In particular, the increase in IF activities for
students from disadvantaged backgrounds is a very high value, namely, 36.46 out of 100. It
means that the students from lower social classes participating in this project who repeated
an IF assignment at least twice improved their grades on average of 36%. Moreover, we
can notice that the increase in GA for students from medium-high socio-economic contexts
is about zero: it seems that GA did not help students from wealthier families improve their
results, while they had a medium effect on students from disadvantaged backgrounds.
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Table 4. Analysis of the increases of the students’ grades after multiple attempts to the assignments,
by socio-economic level.
Socio-Economic
Status
Low

Medium-high

Average
SD
N
Average
SD
N

Increase (IF)

Increase (GA)

Increase (NA)

36.46
40.44
27
9.12
27.32
30

11.25
15.72
36
0.23
9.70
60

4.66
12.51
86
0.66
21.36
83

To conclude our analysis, we examined the answers registered in the DLE to IF
assignments in multiple attempts and we chose a significant example. Emily (the name is
imaginary), a student from a challenging background and second-generation immigrant,
was working on the “Space Launch” task shown in Figure 2. She made three attempts
and each time she found different values in the problem’s text. Her first attempt is shown
in Figure 4. She failed the answer (it seems she tried to guess) so she went through the
interactive feedback. She filled in the table understanding how it should be completed
but making a mistake in the rocket’s position at its launch time. She received as feedback
the table’s correct values and she used them to choose the graph. Here she made another
mistake, inverting the two functions. As feedback, she got the correct graph and she
correctly used this information in the last two parts, where she identified the correct
intersection point. Her score was 30/100. She immediately ran a second attempt, finding
different values. Now she correctly found the docking time but not the distance, so she went
through the interactive feedback. Now she correctly completed the table (demonstrating
having understood her previous mistake) but still repeated the mistake in the graph’s choice.
She correctly completed the last two questions. Her score was 55/100. She immediately
ran the third attempt and this time she correctly answered the initial problem, earning the
maximum score without visualizing the interactive feedback.
Through this episode, we can see how the interactive feedback helped Emily to
understand a solving strategy and apply it to solve the problem. The IF engaged the
student in attempting the task again until she mastered the solving process. It also helped
her identify her mistakes, which she self-corrected in subsequent attempts. Her grade
increased to 70 points out of 100.
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Figure 4. Emily’s answers to the “Space Launch” activity at her first attempt.
Figure 4. Emily’s answers to the “Space Launch” activity at her first attempt.
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5. Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented and discussed our conceptualization of interactive
feedback for AFA in Mathematics, as a step-by-step interactive solving process which
guides the learner in solving a task after one or more autonomous attempts. We grounded
our research on studies on effective feedback for closing the gap between actual and desired
performance. The IF can be proposed as a kind of elaborated feedback [25]; it differs from
the most typical kind of elaborated feedback, namely, worked example, since it is interactive;
it is also different from giving hints or checking all the solving steps [42,43] during the
students’ work, since the IF comes after the autonomous attempt, it is a feedback which
encourage learners to compare their solving strategy with a given one in an interactive way.
We integrated the IF in a wider model for the design of AFA activities, mainly based on the
following other features: availability, algorithm-based questions and answers, open-ended
answers, immediate feedback, and real-world contextualization.
Through an experimentation involving a total number of 299 Italian students in
grade 8, we showed that the IF can be useful for ensuring that students use the feedback
information to improve their performance, reducing the gap between current and reference
performance.
In particular, the results helped us answer (RQ1), “Can the interactive feedback be effective for the development of Mathematical knowledge, according to Sadler’s model [26]?”
In fact:
a.
b.

c.

It offers students a concept of the standard that they can actively possess, through an
example of the correct resolution of the task;
It helps students compare the actual (or current) level of performance with the
standard through the interactive process and the immediate feedback of the subtasks; and
It engages students in an appropriate action, which leads to some closure of the
gap: in fact, students who achieved low grades tended to repeat the task, finding a
similar task with different values, so they had to repeat the process. The remarkable
improvement in their results shows that the interactive feedback helped them master
the solving process.

Thus, we have positively answered (RQ1): the interactive feedback can be effective
for the development of Mathematical knowledge, according to Sadler’s model.
We could also answer (RQ2), “Is the improvement observed in activities with AFA
influenced by the students’ socio-economic background?” The results of the analyses show
that IF activities noticeably helped students from lower social classes improve their results
when reattempting the assignments, and significantly more than those from wealthier
backgrounds. Additionally, guided activities were more effective for students from lower
socio-economic classes than the others, while the socio-economic provenience seems not
to influence the improvements in activities with only corrective feedback and without
adaptive features. Therefore, we have an answer for (RQ2): the socio-economic background
influenced the students’ improvements in adaptive activities (IF and GA assignments);
in particular, students from lower socio-economic classes improved significantly more.
Conversely, there was no influence of the socio-economic classes on the improvement in
non-adaptive activities.
We are aware that the numbers involved in this experimentation are limited, and the
number of students who made repeated attempts at the assignments was quite low, so
we cannot generalize these results. However, these results can encourage us to develop
further the research about interactive feedback and adaptive activities and inspire new
research paths.
Our model has been designed and experimented before the COVID-19 pandemic,
so it has been conceived to be used to support face-to-face, blended, or online education.
In particular, the experimentation object of this study was held in a blended modality,
and IF activities were mainly proposed as homework, with the idea of letting students
be guided by the IF in case of difficulties. During focus groups with teachers, it emerged
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that the IF resolved a great part of the difficulties, so the time usually spent discussing
and correct the homework could be spent in other learning activities. We believe that this
kind of feedback would be quite valuable in a distance learning context, such as during the
current health emergency, since it helps students self-assess, autonomously individuate
and correct their mistakes, and master solving strategies. In a word, it can help students
develop self-regulation competence, a precious competence for these times and their future.
We are working on other research projects aimed to study the effectiveness of the IF in the
pandemic context.
IF activities can be developed and adapted for all grades, from primary school to
university. Currently, we are studying the effect of IF at different stages of education, to
compare its impact and effectiveness on learning.
This study can inspire the research about task design for formative assessment, as well
as teachers, educators, and content authors. The results shown above suggest that adaptive
activities could be more effective than more traditional ones to help students covering the
gap between current and desired knowledge and competence level. Among the adaptive
activities, those structured as interactive feedback resulted in the most effective for this
purpose with students in grade 8, while guided activities had a significant but minor effect.
It would be interesting to understand if these results would depend on the students’ age
and expand the research in this direction. Moreover, guided activities could be effective for
different purposes, such as supporting students in understanding new processes, simple
demonstrations, or deductive reasoning.
A very interesting result obtained with this study is the particular effectiveness of IF
for students from disadvantaged backgrounds. Thus, interactive feedback can be extremely
useful during (and after) the health emergency, since it has been observed that students
from lower social classes have the highest risk of registering important learning losses
in Mathematics [8]. IF could provide them with a guide and motivation to tackle the
difficulties. These results are in line with other results obtained by our research group
in this project: we had previously shown that interactive activities with AFA in a DLE
had a positive impact on the improvement of the levels of school engagement on students
from lower socio-economic classes [58,59]. We believe that the reason can be situated
exactly in the interactive feedback, which powerfully engages the learners in an interactive
dialogue with the technology which activates cognitive processes. It manages to generate
internal feedback, which helps students understand and monitor their learning, so it
is an “interactive feedback”, as Nicol also ascertains [32]. From these results, we can
infer some recommendations for policymakers interested in improving the quality of
learning for students from lower socio-economic classes by acting on engagement, or, more
generally, for students with difficulties in Mathematics. Supporting projects and actions
based on Automatic Formative Assessment activities with interactive feedback could help
young students engage with Mathematics and develop important competences for their
future [10].
Interactive feedback is a relevant formative assessment practice, which enables the
collection of precise data on the students’ level of competence and their progress. When
students solve a task with IF, a moment of contingence, as theorized by Wiliam [19], is
generated: the structure of the activity changes based on the answer, the need of examining
in-depth the problem is evidenced and the guided path starts. Teachers receive clear
information about the students’ difficulties and their need to revise a specific topic or
process and they can integrate the IF with other activities. This consideration gives prompts
to the research in teacher training: for efficient use of AFA activities, teachers should be
adequately prepared to read and understand the information gained from automatic
assessment and to use it to make decisions. Moreover, they should also be trained to use
an automatic assessment system autonomously, and even to create their own materials, so
that experiences such as the one described in this paper could spread and become daily
practices. All the materials used in the experimentation presented here are freely available
to all the Italian teachers through the Problem Posing and Solving Project of the Ministry of
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Education [60]. It is a project aimed at innovating the teaching and learning of Mathematics
and other scientific disciplines in secondary schools through teacher training and sharing
good practices in a DLE. We have also been involved in several training courses on AFA.
IF activities are a starting point to develop adaptive activities, which ask students
to solve different tasks based on their proficiency level [61]. For the development of this
theory, it would be interesting to use data from IF to identify difficulties and misunderstandings in Mathematics to drive students towards focused and appropriate activities, also
based on the students’ attitudes and learning styles. A similar study would move in the
Learning Analytics direction and would aim at developing solutions able to automatically
detect difficulties and help teachers make decisions to dynamically shape the learning
path [4,62,63].
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